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Vaughn BodÄ“ (/ b oÊŠ Ëˆ d eÉª /; July 22, 1941 â€“ July 18, 1975) was an American underground cartoonist
and illustrator known for his character Cheech Wizard and his artwork depicting voluptuous women.
Vaughn BodÄ“ - Wikipedia
Bride Sues Free Sunbonnet Sue Quilt Pattern Shown below...a Sunbonnet (shaped like a bonnet) Sewing
Case...a Vintage Pattern! This pattern is quite the charmer, itâ€™s a unique Sunbonnet Sewing Case which
has the brim of the bonnet holding needles while the bonnet itself is a small drawstring pouch to hold sewing
supplies (like threads, a thimble, small pair of scissors, etc.).
Michele Bilyeu Creates *With Heart and Hands*: Sunbonnet Sue: Free
Heavy Traffic is a 1973 American adult animated comedy-drama film written and directed by Ralph Bakshi.
The film, which begins, ends, and occasionally combines with live-action, explores the often surreal fantasies
of a young New York cartoonist named Michael Corleone, using pinball imagery as a metaphor for inner-city
life.
Heavy Traffic - Wikipedia
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